Summer 2018: Tweets on the News

**FootballFunnys**
@FootballFunnys

French president Emmanuel Macron celebrating France winning the World Cup
1:11 PM - Jul 15, 2018

❤️ 1,662  📣 1,022 people are talking about this

**AFT**
@AFTunion

Education isn't an individual privilege, it's a right for all. Public systems serve all, private vouchers serve few.

**Betsy DeVos**
@BetsyDeVosED

This isn’t about school “systems.” This is about ind. students & families. Schools are at the service of students, not the other way around.

3:30 PM - Jul 20, 2017

❤️ 1,558  📣 963 people are talking about this
king crissle  
@crissles

there are so many black women on September issue covers this year and I'm buying every 🙌 single 💖 one💖.
10:35 AM - Aug 7, 2018
❤️ 7,867  🔄 1,682 people are talking about this

Fergal Keane  
@fergalkeane47

I press #Mugabe to say if he'd prefer #Chamisa to win than see #Mnangagwa returned to power. Ends up saying in essence they Chamisa the only viable candidate.
11:41 AM - Jul 29, 2018
❤️ 3  🔄 See Fergal Keane's other Tweets

Foreign Policy CAN  
@CanadaFP

Canada is gravely concerned about additional arrests of civil society and women’s rights activists in #SaudiArabia, including Samar Badawi. We urge the Saudi authorities to immediately release them and all other peaceful #humanrights activists.
10:10 AM - Aug 3, 2018
❤️ 5,940  🔄 4,214 people are talking about this

Foreign Ministry  
@KSAmoaEN

#Statement | Throughout its long history, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has never accepted any interference in its domestic affairs by, or orders from any country.
9:27 PM - Aug 5, 2018
❤️ 1,191  🔄 2,480 people are talking about this
Tariffs are the greatest! Either a country which has treated the United States unfairly on Trade negotiates a fair deal, or it gets hit with Tariffs. It’s as simple as that - and everybody’s talking! Remember, we are the “piggy bank” that’s being robbed. All will be Great!

4:29 AM - 24 Jul 2018

21,398 Retweets 93,924 Likes

Drone attack on Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro - report bit.ly/2Ofhia7

6:52 PM - 4 Aug 2018

2 Retweets 3 Likes
A good positive speech by Imran khan...

Victory speeches are easy to give, harder to implement.. hope khan sb can deliver on everything he has promised...

5:36 AM - 26 Jul 2018

The mood in #Asmara is of total jubilation, excitement and #peace. #Eritrea #Ethiopia #AbiyInAsmara

3:56 AM - Jul 8, 2018

323 people are talking about this

Ratings for NFL football are way down except before game starts, when people tune in to see whether or not our country will be disrespected!

6:28 AM - Sep 26, 2017

86K people are talking about this
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
@kaj33

Been in South Africa w/@NBA w/spotty internet. @realDonaldTrump has no understanding of community especially if he can’t acknowledge @KingJames generosity & true concern for his hometown. Awesome move #Lebron! #MelaniaTrump - you got it right.
3:07 PM - Aug 5, 2018 - Kempton Park, South Africa

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

I have accepted the resignation of Scott Pruitt as the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency. Within the Agency Scott has done an outstanding job, and I will always be thankful to him for this. The Senate confirmed Deputy at EPA, Andrew Wheeler, will...
3:37 PM - Jul 5, 2018
Voting machines are a big problem. Paper ballots are better in every possible way.

Charles Stewart @cstewartiii
1/7 The cult of the voting machine strikes again. politico.com/story/2018/07/...
Show this thread

6:32 PM - 28 Jul 2018

72 Retweets  214 Likes

Cakes @MikaylaSegura
Napa really hurting right now. I pray everyone gets home safe and we pull together as a community to help those who are affected.

6:11 AM - Oct 9, 2017 - Napa, CA

11 Retweets  390 Likes  558 Loves
Jeff Yang @originalspin · Aug 19
The lesson of #CrazyRichAsians isn’t that Asians are cool (though we are) or that “it’s finally time” for diverse movies. The lesson is it’s BEEN TIME for years—Hollywood literally has chosen to lose money in the face of this reality to protect its white male-dominant order.

Show this thread

World News Tonight @ABCWorldNews · 22h
#BreakingNews, @CeciliaVega on the White House response after two men very close to the President -- one of them surrendering, pleading guilty and a guilty verdict for another. abcn.ws/2PiHxRF

Jennifer Lopez @JLo
I don’t know of an artist alive today who hasn’t been inspired by Aretha Franklin... she gave voice to the most important declaration for women of our time and it still stands today... RESPECT... Rest in peace queen #QueenOfSoul #TCB #Respect
2:47 AM · Aug 17, 2018
5,941 Retweets 965 people are talking about this
NEW POLL: Women voters give Dems a boost in midterm race for House control

hill.cm/1LSunYV

9:21 AM · 19 Aug 2018

Maxine Waters
@RepMaxineWaters

Happy 4th of July! Peace, justice, and equality for all, and that includes the children who have been separated from their parents. In the name of freedom, we must ensure we reconnect the children and parents who've been apart from one another for far too long.

🇺🇸

6:44 PM · Jul 4, 2018

62.1K 22.7K people are talking about this
The jury has found the police officer Roy Oliver guilty of the murder of Jordan Edwards 🙏

Finally some justice

---

Our new research: Trump's clean car rollback will cost US $450 billion, cause 13,000 U.S. deaths through 2050:
energyinnovation.org/wp-content/upl...

11:23 AM - Jul 24, 2018

44 people are talking about this

---

I trust the assessments of Dan Coats, Gina Haspel & their teams more than I trust a former KGB agent, Vladimir Putin. U.S. Presidents should meet w/ foreign leaders. But we must unequivocally denounce Russia's election interference attempts & human rights abuses around the world.

2:18 PM - Jul 16, 2018

11.8K people are talking about this
Words cannot express the sorrow I feel at John McCain’s passing. The world has lost a hero and a statesman. Cindy and the McCain family have lost a loving husband and father. I have lost a wonderful friend.

8:46 PM - Aug 25, 2018

29.6K retweets 4,631 people are talking about this

John Nichols @NicholsUprising · Aug 27
You can hear echoes of American radicalism... of abolitionists and socialists... of suffragists and Wobblies... of civil rights marchers and LGBTQ activists... of Family Farm Defenders and the American Indian Movement... when @Ocasio2018 speaks.

The Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Effect
The Democratic party’s new rock star is storming the country on behalf of insurgent populists.
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